Liable — Liability To — Tendency To — Danger of, etc.

Accidents — Hurts, Injuries, Wounds — Liable To (See "Danger Of," "Liable To," "Tendency To," etc., under Accident).

Disease — Liable To (See Directions: "Liable To" under Disease: "Bad Health," "Periods of Bad Health," under Health; Invalids, Lunations, Progressed; "Low" under Resistance; Vitality; Sickly; "Much Sickness" under Sickness; Sixth House; Transits; "Weak Body under Weak").

Liable to Disease (See "Good Health" under Health; Immunity; "Strong" under Recuperation; "Good" under Resistance; Vitality; Robust, Bucky, Stamina; "Body" under Strong; Tone). The ill to which humanity are subject are legion, and too numerous to list here. Look in the alphabetical arrangement for the subject you have in mind. See Character, Destiny, Disgrace, Dishonour, Fate, Pain, Reversals, Ruin, Sorrows, Suffering, Trouble; "Free Will" under Will.

Person may be liable to many evils, according to the indications of their stars, especially if they are drifting in life, lacking in wisdom, self-control, discretion, discrimination, and the knowledge of Astrology, but the study of the signs and qualities of the Metaphysical, etc., can usually by his foreknowledge forestall many evils that would naturally overtake the ignorant, the uninstructed, and those who are not ruling their stars. Ripe Fate may be the exception, which is discussed under "Fate".

Liars — Lying — Falsifiers; @ affl. at B., and the ḡ to the ϱ or ill-asp. ϱ; ϱ ill-dig. at B.; @ or ϱ; ϱ Sig. in ḡ; to the ϱ or ill-asp. ϱ by dir., and ϱ weakly; ḡ low under Resistance; Vitality; on the Body under Strong; Tone. His tombs are the Metaphysical, etc.

Libel — Libellers — Given to Libel — Blackmailers — Slanders — Defames the Character of Others — Writers of Libel — See Character. The mental ruler, ill-dig. at B., afflicted by malefics, and the ḡ to the ill-asp. ϱ by dir.; ḡ at a Solar Rev. passing the place of the radical ϱ; @ Sig. or ḡ, much given to vilifying the character of others, and is apt to suffer lawsuits for libel and blackmail; the ḡ incer. in light, sepr. from ḡ and apply, to ϱ, to the ill-asp. ϱ by dir., and @ afflicted by ϱ at B. and the ill-asp. ϱ by dir., and @ affl. by ϱ in ḡ. — To Algoin, danger of imprisonment thrue libel. (See Character, Dishonesty, Liars; "Scandalmongers" under Scandal).

Liberty — At Liberty to Travel Where You Will (See "Home or Abroad" under Travel).

Lividinous — Violently Libidinous — (See Lewd, Lust, Nymphomania, Virile).

Libra — The 7th Sign of the Zodiac, the day and home sign of, and is related to the 7th H. Libra is classed as an airy, cardinal, positive, masculine, hot, warm, moist, humane, and nervous sign. It is the extended sign of ḡ and the fall of the ō. When afflicted it causes inharmony and want of equipoise disturbances in the system, and disordered kidneys. Libra implies sublimation, which is vaporization and recondensation. The symbol of this sign is "The Balance", and the influence of the sign is to help keep the balance in the system by the work of secretion, excretion, elimination, and separation. The poisons are carried off by the urine. Libra and Û are considered the weakest of the positive signs. Externally, Û rules the external Generative and Urinary Organs, and the Anus. Internally, it rules the Kidneys. Structurally, this sign rules the Lumbar Vertebræ. Libra rules the lower or upper portion of the Kidneys, the Medullary and Cortical Substances. Libra and ō are concerned with Distillation and Circulation, and especially rules Distillation and Filtration. Libra and ō are closely associated in the work of the kidneys, secretion and excretion of urine. (See Kidneys, Scorpio, Urine). Libra is a rather fruitful sign because of ō. For the Nations and Houses, Libra is under the 7th H. and under Nations. The Colors ruled by Û are Black, and Dark Crimson. The Hebrew letter "Lahmed" (L) is connected with the Û sign, and also with Sleep and Dreams. When on the Asc. at B. the Û sign gives a tall, graceful, slender body, but the last few degrees rising, the body is shorter and stouter due to the influence of the next sign "m. The Pathological Qualities of Û are Jealousy, Melancholy, Selfishness, Sensitiveness. (See Seventh House, Venus). The following are the Qualities ruled over, or given by Û — Airy, Cardial, Changeable, Diurnal, Equinoctial, Fortunate, Fruitfulness, Graceful, Hot, Humane, Masculine, Moister, Muscular, Neurotic, Richness, Positive, Sanguine, Southern, Speaking, Sweet, Warm, Western, Whole, etc.

Libra Rules — For the external, internal and structural rulerships of Û see the Introduction to this Article. The following is an alphabetical list of the parts of the body, and other
matters ruled by $\omega$. Look for these subjects in the alphabetical arrangement—Adrenals; Ana; Back—Lower Part of; Balance—Poise and Equilibrium in; Black or Dark Brown Color in; Bladder; Blue and Dark Crimson—Circulation; Colic; Black or Dark Crimson—Swarthy or any Dusky Color—Blue and Dark Crimson—Tawny; Cortical Substances of the Kidneys; Crimson Color; Dark Brown Color in Hor'q; Dark Crimson or Black; Distillation of Urine; Dusky Colors; Equilibrium, Equipoise; Fallopian Tubes; Filtration, Distillation and Sublimation of Urine; Functional Activity of Secretion Urine; Generative Organs—External; Haunches to the Buttocks; Hypogastrium; Jealousy; Kidneys—Outer and Upper Parts of; Liver; Loins; Lower Part of; Mouth; Nerves; Lumbar Region in General, Including the Lumbar Nerves, the Lumbar Vertebrae, Lumbar Region of the Spine, and the Kidneys; Median; Nervous Distances of the Kidneys; Melancholy; Mouth (Duz); Nerves (Lumbar); Outer and Upper Part of the Kidneys; Ovaries; Poise; Reconcentration; Reins of the Back; Remedy—Rhhus Toxicodendron; Renal System (see Kidneys); Rhhus Toxicodendron; Rhhus Toxico-dendron (see "Saturn Group" under Herbs); Secretion of Urine; Self-Centeredness; Sensitiveness; Skin; Sodium Phosphate Salt; Spine (Lumbar Region of); Sublimation of Urine; Suprarenal Tawny Color; Tongue (Duz); Upper Part of Kidneys; Ureters; Urinary Organs (External); Urine—Distillation, Filtration, Secretion, and Sublimation of; Vaporization; Vasomotor System; Veins; Vertebrae (Lumbar).

**LIBRA DISEASES**—The Afflictions of Pathological Effects of—See the following subjects in the alphabetical arrangement when not considered here—Abscess—(Imposthumes)—Of the Bladder—Of the Kidneys—Of the Reins—Of the Suprarenal Bladder, Kidneys, Loins, Reins.

Anuria—Suppression of Urine—(See Urine).

Atrophy—Wasting—(See Atrophy, Wasting).

Back—All Diseases in—Injuries or Weakness In the Lower Part of the Back—Disorders In Reins of the Back—(See Back, Reins).

Bladder—Disorders of—All Diseases in—Abscess, Imposthumes, or Ulcers in—(See Bladder).


Bright's Disease—(See Bright's).

Calcarea—Renal—In the Kidneys—(See "Kidneys" under Stone).

Colic—Renal—(See "Colic" under Kidneys).

Colitis; Corruption—Of the Blood—(See Impure).

Debilis—Weakness—(See Debilis).

Diabetes—Distempered Kidneys—(See Kidneys).

Distillation—Of Urine—Disturbances of—(See Distillation, Filtration, Sublimation, Urine).

Eczema; Emaciation—(See Emaciation, Tabes).

Filtration—Of Urine—Disturbances of—(See Filtration, Distillation, Sublimation, Urine).

Floating Kidney—(See Kidneys).

Functions—Functional Disturbances of the Kidneys—(See "Diseased Kidneys" under Kidneys; "Suppression" under Urine).

Gravel—In the Bladder or Kidneys—(See Gravel).

Haunches—Heats in—(See Buttocks, Haunches).

Head—Pains in or Injury To—(See Head).

Health.—Of Libra People—The Health of $\omega$ People, and in Countries ruled by $\omega$, tends to be good when the $\omega$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, or $\delta$ are in $\omega$ at the Autumn Quarter, and free from afflication, but poor and afflicted in health when the malefics so occupy $\omega$.

Heats—(See "Heats" under Buttocks).

Imposthumes—(See "Abscess" in this section).

Inflammation—Of the Kidneys and Ureteres—(See Kidneys, Ureteres).

Inharmony—In the System—And Disturbances—Afflictions in $\omega$. (See "Disordered" under System).

Insomnia—(See Sleep).

Ischuria—False Ischuria—(See Ischuria).

Kidneys—All Diseases in—(See Kidneys).

Liver—Disorders of—(See Liver).

Loins—Abscess in—Pains and Diseases in—(See Loins).

Lower Part of Back—Pains and Diseases in—(See Back).

Lues—(See Syphilis).

Lumbago; Lumbar Region—Of the Spine—Diseases in—(See Lumbar).

Malnutrition—(See Nutrition).

Nephritis—(See Kidneys).

Neuralgia—Of the Kidneys—(See Kidneys).

Pains—In the Back and Kidneys—(See "Pain" under Back, Kidneys).

Pathological Action—Of the $\omega$ Sign—(See the Introduction to this Article).

Polyuria—(See Diabetes; "Polyuria" under Urine).

Poor Health—(See "Health" in this section).

Pyelitis—(See Kidneys).

Reins—All Diseases in—Abscesses, Imposthumes, and Ulcers in—(See Reins).

Renal Disorders—Renal Calculus—Renal Colic—(See Kidneys).

Sand—(See Gravel, Sand, Stone).

Skin Diseases—(See Skin).

Sores; Spurious Ischuria—(See "Ischuria" under Urine).

Stone—In the Bladder or Kidneys—(See Stone).

Suppression of Urine—(See Urine).

Syphilis; Tabes; Tone—Lack of—(See Tone).
Tumours—of the Kidneys—(see Kidneys).

Ulcers—of the Bladder or Reins—(see “Ulcers” under Bladder, Reins).

Urema; Ureter—Inflammation and Obstruction in—(see Ureter).

Urines—Disturbances of—(see Urine).

Veins—All Diseases of—(see Veins).

Wasting Diseases—(see Atrophy, Conspicuous, Emaciation, Tabs, Wasting).

Weakness—In the Back—General Weakness—(see “Weak” under Back; Debility, Weak).

Licentiousness—Lascivious—Lewd—Wanton—Loose—Dissolute, etc.—

Ruled and indicated by the fifth H.; the D sepulchral to B; and applied to Ψ; Ψ affixed in the fifth H., licentious habits; H in Δ or Ψ to planet, and espec. to Ψ; Δ with Ψ alone, and Ψ absent; ΨSing. Δ or Δ Ψ; in a female horoscope Ψ and Ψ in masculine signs, and in Ψ, or evilly configurated, tend to make women licentious beyond nature, and espec. if the Ψ evilly configurated be in esculent signs at B; Ψ ill-dig. at B; Ψ affixed at B, and to the Δ or ill-asp. the Asc. or Δ by dir.; Ψ Sing. Δ or Δ Ψ; the 3rd Decan. of Ψ on the Asc. (see Amorous, Debauched, Draved, Dissipation, Dissolute, Harlots, Indecent, Lascivious, Lewd; “Licentious” under Men; “Loose Morals” under Morals; Nymphomania, Obscene, Passion, Perversions, Scandal, Shameless, Wanton, etc.).

Life—Prospects of Life—Length of Life, etc.—The expirity—Prospects of continuity, and the giving of life, are the most salient characteristics of the Δ; and the Δ has significance of life and the constitution. The 1st H. also has significance of the life of Man, and his physical body and appearance. The Δ or ill-asp. Δ, and life and joy are said to come from the Δ. The fiery signs are life-giving signs. Life also corresponds to the fixed signs, and to the Fixed and Vital Temperament. Life manifests as motion, or vibration. Saturn afflicts and suppresses life and joy by the evil aspects to the Δ, Δ Asc., or Hyleg. The following subjects have to do with life, and the planetary influences as they affect and influence life for good or ill, which subjects see in the alphabetical arrangement when not considered here—

Accidents; Anarada—The Destroyer of Life—(see Anarada).

Average Life—The Δ well-aspected in the Asc. at B indicates an average length of life, and a strong constitution in Hor’ Q. (see “Long Life” under Life’s Middle Life).

Benefits—The Benefits As Givers and Preservers of Life—(see Benefits).

Birth—Continuance of Life After Birth—(see “Continuance” in this section).

Change of Life—(see “Menopause” under Menses).

Changeable Life—(see Changes, Instability, Location, Residence, Restless, Roaming, Travel, Unstable, Wandering).

Childhood—Life In—(see Childhood).

Close of Life—(see Close, Fourth House, Old Age, Terminal).

Conscious Life—(see Consciousness).

Continuance of Life—Continuity of Life—The continuance and continuity of life after birth are expressed by the Δ or the Δ, and Asc, and one of them hyleg, well-aspected by benefics, and with good aspects among them, and free from the evil asps. of malefics, promote life and give a strong constitution; the benefics Ψ and Ψ angular, free from afflition, and in good aspect to the hyleg, as by Δ, Δ, or P, is a good sign of the continuance of life; the Δ hyleg in a male nativity, and well-aspected, and the Δ hyleg in a female nativity, well-aspected, and free from the afflitions of malefics, indicate a continuance of life, and long life. The last aspect formed between the Δ and Δ before birth, whether a good or evil asp., is important to be considered when judging influences as to continuance and duration of life. Also, in considering whether the child will live, the Asc., its ruler, and the ruler of the 5th H. the house of death, should be noted, and their aspects and relations to each other, whether good or bad. The lord of the 5th H. and especially when a malefic, and afflicting the lord of the Asc. at B, is not favorable for a continuance of life, and the child may soon die. (see “Death” under Childhood, Children, Infancy; “Early Death” under Early; “Nurture” under Infancy; “Long Life” under Life of man, in various paragraphs in this section).

Corresponds To—Life Corresponds To—(see Introduction to this Article).

Danger to Life—The Life In Danger—Danger of Losing the Life—In Danger of Death—May Cause Death—Death Threatened, etc.—The Δ to the Δ or ill-asp. Ψ or Δ by dir., and the Δ hyleg at B; the adverse asps. of the Δ to Ψ, Δ, or Ψ by dir., and espec. among the Aged, or those of a frail constitution; the ill-asps. of several malefics, or to double or treble the danger to life, cause a breakdown in health, disaster or death; a total Eclipse of the Δ falling on the place of the Δ at B, and espec. when the Δ is badly afflicted at Ψ, or by dir.; the Δ in the 6th or 8th H. at B, and to the Δ or ill-asp. Ψ by dir.; the Δ hyleg and to the Δ or ill-asp. Ψ by dir.; the Δ Sing. in Δ the Δ or Δ by dir., and espec. if the Δ be applying, and it happens in the 8th H. or the Δ be lord of the 8th; the Δ hyleg and afflicted, and to the cusp the 8th H. by dir.; the Δ to the Δ, Δ ill-asp. Ψ by dir., and the danger is by accident, blow, cut, stab, fever, or violence; the Δ Sepulchral to Δ and apply Ψ in night nativity the Ψ at Full, or incr. in a nocturnal nativity, Sepulchral to Ψ and apply to Ψ; the Δ at a Solar Rev., passing over the place of the Δ at B, and the Δ at the Revolution; the Δ to the Δ or Δ if the Δ be hyleg, and Ψ afflicted at B; the Δ apply to the Δ Ψ in the 8th H., and when in exact Δ to the Δ hyleg.
and to the $\odot$ the $\bigcirc$ by dir., and the $\odot$ and $\bigcirc$ afflicted at B.: the New $\bigodot$ implies death, disintegration, and preparation for a new Cycle, and a New $\odot$, or Lunation, badly afflicted just previous to birth, or just before a disease sets in, is very evil for a continuance of life; $\bigcirc$ afflicting the hylæg by dir. $\bigodot$ passing over the place of $\bigcirc$ at $\bigodot$ by transit, and if afflicting the $\odot$ at the same time, taken sick in a $\odot$ hour; operatory and secondary directions bring danger of death when the hylæg is evily aspected at $\bigodot$, but supported by the benefics. (See "DANGER OF DEATH" under Children; Danger: "Arguments for Death" under Death; Directions, Ellipses, Fatal, Lunations; "New Moon" under Moon; Old Age, Transits, etc.).

**Death** — (a) Death Threatened — See "Arguments for Death", "Threatened", under Death. (b) Death Not Imminent — See "Spared" in this section.

**Destiny** — (See Character, Destiny, Events, Fate).

**Destroyed**—Life Destroyed—The hylæg setting on the Western Angle, death sets in; the hylæg $\odot$, or $\bigcirc$, or $\odot$ or $\bigodot$ in the Zodiac or Mundane P. when they are equally distant from any angle is said to destroy life. It takes a train of evil directions to the hylæg to destroy life, and one evil direction seldom kills, and ispec. if the native is prone to vigorous and healthy. (See "Certain Death", "Sure Death", under Death; Directions, Fatal).

**Destroyers of Life** — (See Anareta, Malicious).

**Dies Soon After Birth** — (See Abortion, Birth, Infancy, Partiality).

**Directions** — The Effect of Directions On Life—(See Directions).

**Does Not Live to Old Age** — (See "Death At Middle Life" under Middle Life; "Old Age Seldom Attained" under Old Age).

**Duration of Life** — (See Continuance, Longevity, No Duration, Probable, Short Life, and the various paragraphs in this section; "Death" under Childhood, Children, Early, Infancy, Middle Life, Old Age, Youth, etc.).

**Early Death** — (See Early).

**Early Life** — (See Childhood; "Early Years" under Early; Infancy).

**End of Life** — Ruled principally by the 4th H. (See Death, Eighth House, End, Fatal, Fourth House, Old Age, Terminal, Twelfth House).

**Evils of Life** — (See Evil).

**Excess of Life Force** — (See "Life Force" in this section).

**Expression of Life** — (See Introduction to this Article).

**Extravagant Life** — (See Extravagant, Luxury).

**Fatal to Life** — (See Fatal).

**Father** — The Father Long-Lived — Short Life For—(See Father, Parents).

**Fasting of Life** — Lives But a Few Hours—(See "Death Soon After Birth" under Infancy).

**Fires of Life** — They are kept burning by the life-giving $\bigodot$, and the Iron given by $\odot$, and the cleansing power of $\odot$ in eliminating wastes and filth. (See Iron; "Constructive" under Mars).

**First Half of Life** — Is said to be ruled by the $\bigodot$. (See Periods).


**Giver of Life** — Giving of Life — (See Hyleg; the Introduction to this Article).

**Hazardous Life** — To Rescue Others — (See Rescue).

**Hope of Life** — Small Hope of Life—The Sick Will Hardly Escape—The $\bigodot$ in $\varpi$, afflicted by the $\odot$ or $\bigodot$ when taken ill, and espec. if the $\bigodot$ leaves the $\odot$ or $\bigodot$ during the illness, or if the $\bigodot$ desc. in light and be slow in motion (Hor'y). (See "Destroyed", "Spared", in this section; "Certain Death" under Death; "Sick" under Escape; Fatal).

**Hyleg** — The Giver of Life—(See Hyleg).

**Idle Life** — (See Idle).

**Ill-Health All Thru Life** — (See this subject under Ill-Health).

**Indigent Life** — (See Indigent).

**Infancy** — Dies In — (See "Death" under Infancy).

**Joy and Life** — Come from the $\odot$—(See Joy).

**Judging of Life** — Judging the Length of Life—(See "Length" in this section).

**Killed** — Sudden End to Life — See Killed.

**Lease On Life** — A New Lease On Life—Is given by the fevers and inflammations brought by $\odot$ to burn out the dross and accumulated impurities, provided the system has enough fundamental vitality to withstand his severe cleansing fires. (See Cleansing; "Constructive" under Mars).

**Length of Life** — Judgment on this is formed on the $\bigodot$, Asc., and lord of the Asc., their aspects, etc., and also the strength of the hylæg. (See Duration, Length; Continuance, Duration, Long, Probable, Short, in this section).

**Life Destroyed** — (See "Destroyed" in this section).

**Life Force** — The $\odot$ gives the life force. Also $\odot$ aids in giving force, activity, and energy. The $\odot$ is $\bigodot$ at B., the life forces are obstructed, sapped and undermined. (See "Force" in this section).

**Life-Giving Signs** — The Fiery Signs—(See "Fire Signs" under Fire).

**Life Saved** — The Life Will Be Spared—Will Not Be Saved—(See "Spared" in this section).

**Long Life** — Signs of Marks of—Dies In Old Age—Marks of Long Life—The SUN, $\bigodot$, Asc., and hylæg strong at B., well-aspected, and free from evil aspers. of malefic; the $\odot$ rising in $\varpi$, $\bigodot$, or $\bigodot$, well-placed, and not afflicted; the $\odot$ well-aspected in $\varpi$ at sunrise; the $\bigodot$ in the 1st H., well-aspected and dignified; the $\odot$ or $\bigodot$ in the 1st, 10th, 11th, or 2nd H., and well-aspected by $\varpi$ and $\varpi$; the less the $\odot$ is afflicted at B., and espec. with males, and the less
the δ is afflicted with females, the greater the prospects of long life; the ο hyleg and well-aspected with males, and the δ hyleg, and well-asp., with females in long life; the ο strong in male nativities; the ο in δ gives longevity, and to clinging to life to the very last; the ο and δ, and the ο and π, of the 7th and 8th, the well-placed in the map, long lease of life is assured; the δ elevated, ι and ι, and in greater power than the malefics; the ο well-aspected by the δ and benefics, and free from the affliction of malefics; the ο, δ, Asc., or hyleg not vitiated by malefics, or lords of the 6th or 8th H.; the δ spqr from the Δ of ι, and applying to the Δ of ι, and with ι in the Asc. or M.C., and well-aspected by malefics; the MOON in good asp. to the ο; the δ free from affliction, and well-aspected by ι, π, and also the Asc. free from malefic planets; the δ free from affliction, not combat, or evily aspected by lords of the 4th, 6th, 8th, or 12th H.; and lord of the Asc. direct in motion, swift, angular, and especially in the 1st or 10th H., or in the 8th or 11th, well-aspected by ι, π, and in term of Saturn, in the 8th H., and esp. when in ι or π in the 8th; δ moderately fortified in the 1st H., and well-asp. by the ο, δ, and ι; JUPITER or δ in the 8th H. and well-aspected; ι and π in good asp., to the hyleg, and not afflicted by malefics; δ or π, or good asp., the ο, usually long life; ι in the 1st H., near the cusps long life and happiness; MARS ι or Δ the ο, usually long life; the ASCENDANT, its lord, and planets there, be well-dignified, free from affliction, well-posted, and increasing in light and motion; if the Asc., lord of the Asc., and lord of the 7th, or 12th H., or any of them, are strong, free from affliction, not combat or B., not near any violent fixed stars, not besieged by malefics, having declinations of malefics, and not impeded by the lords of the 4th, 6th, 8th, or 12th H., these are signs of long life, and most or all of these conditions reversed denote short life or great danger to the native; the Asc., and the ο and δ, free from affliction; lord of the 1st H. and the δ in no way afflicted, and no malefic, nor the lord of the 8th, nor δ ascending; the consanguineous marks of a long life; lord of the 1st and the δ in δ, or well-aspected by a benefic, or a benefic in the Asc.; the distance between the lords of the 1st and 8th H., allowing one degree for a year, indicate the length of life of the native, as a rule, or the event of some serious illness or accident, but as the body of the δ may be considered Anareta, if the lord of the 1st become combat between the rest of the lords then reckon according to the number of degrees between him and the ο (Hor'y); lord of the Asc. in the 1st H.; lord and δ of the 8th a benefic, in the 8th H. and not afflicting the hyleg; lord of the 8th in the 8th H., even if a malefic, and not afflicted; the 1st Decan. of ο on the Asc., ruled by the δ; the 3rd face of T on the Asc.; the 6th face of ι on the Asc.; the 4th ι, the 8th δ, the ι, ι on the Asc. indicate long life. See Duration; "Long Life" under Females, Males; "Good Health", "Prospects", under Health; Hyleg, Immunity; Majority, Maturity, Old Age, Recovery, Resistance, Stamina; "Body" under Strong; Vitality; "Continuance", "Seldom", and the various paragraphs in this section. Maintenance of Life—Life is Maintained by the ο, the giver of life, and by δ, the giver of iron in the blood. See "Fires of Life" in this section.

Malefics—Destroyers of Life—(See Anareta, Malefics).

Man—Life of Man—The 1st H. has significance of the life of man, his body, and physical appearance.

Manifests—Life Manifests as Motion and Vibrations. (See Motion, Vibration).

Manner of Life—Manner of Living— (See Conduct, Habits, Manner, Morals).

Many Illnesses—All Thru Life—(See "Ill-Health All Thru Life" under Ill-Health; "Much Sickness" under Sickness).

Maturity—Lives To—(See Maturity, Middle Life).

Middle Life—Lives To—(See Middle Life).

Military Life—Injury or Death In—(See Military).

Miserable Life—(See Miserable).

Mother—Long Life For—Short Life For—(See Mother).

Motion and Life—(See "Manifests" in this section).

Night Life—Disposèd To—(See "Nocturnal" under Night).

No Duration of Life—(See "Death At Birth" under Birth; "Early Death" under Early; Eclipses; "Death Soon After Birth", under Infancy; "Incapable of Nurture" under Nutrition; "Short Life" in this section).

Nutrition—Incapable of—(See "Incapable" under Nutrition).

Obstructed Life Forces—Caused by h influence and affliction; the ο, δ, Asc., or hyleg δ h at ι, and by dir.; the ο in Δ, ι, or ι in Δ, δ, δ, or ι in Δ. (See Obstructions, Suppressions, "Life Force" in this section).

Old Age—Lives To—Seldom Lives To—(See Old Age).

Parents—Long or Short Life For—(See Parents).

Periods of Life—(See Critical, Cycles, Periods, Years).

Poverty—A Poverty-Stricken and Indigent Life—(See Idle, Indigent, Poverty).

Precarious Life—The δ affl. in the Asc., the health not good, and the life precarious; the lord of the 8th H.

Preserved—The Life Preserved—(See "Spared" in this section).

Preservers of Life—(See Benefics, Preservation).

Probable Length of Life—Of the Querent (Hor'y)—Observe the Asc., lord of
the Asc., and the \( \odoterme \) also lord of the 8th, and malefics in the 8th; the planet to whom the \( \odoterme \) or lord of the 1st H. be joined by a good aspect, or the \( \odoterme \), the time of death and the duration of life may be determined by the number of degrees between the Significator and the aspect of the afflicted planet. Years are denoted if the lord of the Asc. be in \( \odoterme \) the lord of the 8th in an angle. Angles show strong, and vitality and death. If the Saturn is aspected, and also the hyleg weak and afflicted by malefics; the \( \odoterme \) sepulchres the \( \odoterme \) and apply to the \( \odoterme \); the \( \odoterme \) ruler of the 1st H., besieged by the \( \odoterme \) or 12th H., and afflicted, combust, \( \odoterme \), or \( \odoterme \) lords of the 6th, 8th, 12th, or 4th H. and also being low in motion, of dignity, and with no assistance from benefics; the \( \odoterme \) cadent and unfortunate, and afflicted by lords of evil houses; the \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \) Significators in \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \), according to the sex of the native (see Males, Females); the greater the affliction of the Significators of life, as the \( \odoterme \), or Asc., the shorter the life will be; the \( \odoterme \) or evil asp. a malefic in the 4th, 6th, 8th, or 12th H., or besieged be \( \odoterme \) and \( \odoterme \), the \( \odoterme \) Sig. \( \odoterme \) or very close to the \( \odoterme \), combust, or applying to the exact \( \odoterme \); the \( \odoterme \) Sig. \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \), and the \( \odoterme \) hyleg; born at exactly the New Length, Long, Short, in this section.

Prolonged—Life Prolonged—(See “Life Prolonged” in Sec. 3 under Children; Endurance, Prolonged).

Regulator—Of the Life Forces—The \( \odoterme \) is the chief source and regulator of the life forces. (See Sun).

Rescues Life of Others—(See Rescue).

Roaming Life—Leads a Roaming and Wandering Life—(See “Changeable” in this section).

Sad Life—(See Sadness).

Sapped—The Life Forces Sapped and Undermined—(See “Life Force” in this section).

Saved—The Life Saved—Not Sapped—(See “Spared” in this section).

Second Half of Life—Ruled by the \( \odoterme \). (See “First Half” in this section).

Seldom of Long Life—The \( \odoterme \), \( \odoterme \), Asc., or hyleg afflicted by malefics at B. (See “Death” under Early; “Short Life” in this section).

Short Life—Signs of—Early Death—The SUN and \( \odoterme \) both afflicted at B.; the \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \) of the 4th H. at B., afflicted, and the rising sign a weak one; born at the time of a total eclipse of the \( \odot \) with males, or an eclipse of the \( \odot \) with females, seldom of long life or strong constitution (see Eclipse); the \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \) Sig. \( \odoterme \), and \( \odoterme \) ill-dig., and usually early death thru quarrels, fury, accident, etc.; the \( \odoterme \) Sig. \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \) if he be in the Asc., unless a good aspect, or the native is diseased and short-lived; the \( \odoterme \) Sig. \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \) if the \( \odoterme \) be hyleg, and the aspect close; if \( \odoterme \) \( \odoterme \), \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \), or lord of the Asc., or the most of them, are weak, afflicted, besieged by malefics, or occupying some declination as malefics, if they be combust or \( \odoterme \), and impeded by lords of the 4th, 6th, 8th, or 12th H., these are signs of short life or of great danger; the \( \odoterme \) besieged by \( \odoterme \), \( \odoterme \), or \( \odoterme \), and afflicted by lords of the 6th or 8th, or stars of their nature; the \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \) affl. in common signs, and espec. in \( \odoterme \); the \( \odoterme \) afflicted in signs of low vitality, as in \( \odoterme \), \( \odoterme \), or \( \odoterme \); the \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \) several malefics in \( \odoterme \); the \( \odoterme \), \( \odoterme \), and \( \odoterme \) conjoined in a sign of low vitality; the MOON nearly in \( \odoterme \) was \( \odoterme \); the \( \odoterme \) a planet aspected, and also the hyleg weak and afflicted by malefics; the \( \odoterme \) sepr. from \( \odoterme \) and apply to the \( \odoterme \); the \( \odoterme \) ruler of the 1st H., besieged, combust, \( \odoterme \), or \( \odoterme \) lords of the 6th, 8th, 12th, or 4th H. and also being low in motion, of dignity, and with no assistance from benefics; the \( \odoterme \) cadent and unfortunate, and afflicted by lords of evil houses; the \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \) Significators in \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \), according to the sex of the native (see Males, Females); the greater the affliction of the Significators of life, as the \( \odoterme \), or Asc., the shorter the life will be; the \( \odoterme \) or evil asp. a malefic in the 4th, 6th, 8th, or 12th H., or besieged be \( \odoterme \) and \( \odoterme \), the \( \odoterme \) Sig. \( \odoterme \) or very close to the \( \odoterme \), combust, or applying to the exact \( \odoterme \); the \( \odoterme \) Sig. \( \odoterme \) or \( \odoterme \), and the \( \odoterme \) hyleg; born at exactly the New Length, Long, Short, in this section.

The Promittor may be in Cardinal, Fixed,
or Common Signs (Hor'y); the life tends to be short, or with some grave danger or misfortune near, according to the quality of the Significators, and of the houses these planets are lords of, and which afflict the $ (Hor'y). A number of Cases and birth data of Short Life are given under Infanty. (See "Death" under Childhood, Children Infanty; "Early Death" under Early; "No Duration" in this section). Shorter—The Shorter Will Be the Life. (See "Shorter" under Infanty). Signs—Life-Giving Signs—The fiery signs $, $, and $.

Signs of Long Life—Of Short Life—(See "Long", "Short", in this section). Small Hope of Life—(See "Hope" in this section).

Source of Life—(See "Regulator" in this section).

Spared—(a) The Life Is Spared—Death Not Imminent—The Life Saved—(See Life Saved). Life will not be destroyed, or end in death from disease, unless the hyleg is solely afflicted. The life is spared when there is not a train of evil directions, as one direction rarely kills, no matter how malevolent it is. Life is always spared as long as the hyleg remains strong. When the $ is hyleg and directed to the $ of a malefic planet, if her Lat. when the aspect is completed differs greatly from that of the afflicting planet at B. life will generally be spared, altho a serious illness may result. A good direction of $ or $ to the hyleg in an otherwise train of evil directions, the life will be spared if the benefics were not badly aspected at B.; a benefic in good asp. to the Anreta; $ or $ within orb of the Anreta, and with $ within 12°, or $ within 8° of the anarctic point, life is spared even if the hyleg is in the term of a benefic; the Anreta in the term of a benefic; a benefic in the term of a malefic will do less good, and renders it viable if there is an evil direction of $ or are within the orb of the anarctic point they hope to save life; when the hyleg is the Anreta, but differing widely in Declination, life will be saved; in the World, or Mundane, even one degree of difference in Lat. between the hyleg and Anreta may save if the Anreta is in the term of a benefic, and espec. if the native has a good constitution, but severe indisposition may follow for a time; if the benefics cast a ray of any kind, good or evil, to the anarctic point, the life will be saved unless they are outnumbered by the malefics, and if two malefics are opposed to one benefic there is little hope except the benefic be strong in an angle, and the malefics cadent; if the Anreta falls in the term of a benefic almost any aspect of a benefic will save life. Ptolemy says a $ or $, or another $ or $, of any kind falling on the Anreta will save life, but Wilson in his Dictionary thinks $ or $ more secure unless they do assist (See Amelioration, Crises, Directions, Moderation, Recovery, Recuperation).

(b) Life May Not Be Spared—The hyleg $ the Descendant, death usually results, and espec. if the hyleg is under evil directions of malefics; an assisting benefic in the term of a malefic; the place of the Anreta in the term of a malefic; benefic is violated by being in the house, exaltation, or triplicity of a malefic, but most vitiated then in the term of a malefic; a benefic alone, not strong or dignified, has little power to save when threatened by two malefics. Life may be prolonged for a time, but the two malefics will prevail in time.

(c) Life Not Spared—Death Certain—A benefic in the term of a malefic; the denote in the term of a malefic; a benefic in the term, house, exaltation, or triplicity of a malefic, death is practically certain unless both benefics intervene with good asps. to the hyleg; a benefic alone, afflicted and undignified, and threatened by two malefics; the hyleg in the end more weaker greatly in declination. (See "Arguments for Death," "Certain Death," "Fatal," "Sure Death," "Threatened," under Death; "Destroyed", "No Duration", in this section).

Sudden End to Life—(See Accidents, Assassination, Killed, Murdered; "Death" under Sudden; Suicide; "Death" under Sudden).

Suppressed—Life Suppressed, Retarded and Hindered—his influence. (See Saturn, Suppressions).

Sustains Life—The Hyleg is the Giver of Life and when well-placed and strong, sustains and upholds life. (See Hyleg).

Terminal Houses—Houses Which Denote the End of Life—(See Terminal).

Trials of Life—(See Adversity, Affliction, Anxiety, Fate, Misery, Misfortune, Reverses, Ruin, Sadness, Sickness, Sorrow, Trials, Trouble, Worry, etc.).

Troubles of Life—(See "Trials" in this section).

Undermined—The Life Forces Undermined—(See "Life Force" in this section).

Unsettled Life—(See "Changeable" in this section).

Upholds Life—(See "Sustains" in this section).

Vibration—(See "Manifests" in this section).


Vitality—The Vital Principle of Life—(See Vitality).

Wandering Life—(See "Changeable" in this section).

Will Not Live—Will Not Live to a Great Age—Early Death—Short Life, etc.—(See "Seldom" in this section).

Youth—Death In—Life In—(See Youth).

LIGAMENTS—Sinews—Tendons—The Ligaments are ruled by $ and $, and $ tends especially to harden and crystallize, and be less assist. (See Amelioration, Crises, Directions, Moderation, Recovery, Recuperation).
loss of strength and elasticity in the ligaments of the spine. The ligaments are affected also by the \( \cap \) sign, and the \( \odot \) or \( \bigcirc \) in \( \odot \), and acting thru \( \odot \) and the Plantar Nerves, tend to influence and affect the fibrous-ligamentous system, the respiratory and synovial systems, the os calcis, the feet, toes, etc. Thus, these lead to an Atrophying Diasthesis. Uranus in \( \bigtriangleup \) warns against over-straining of the sinews. (See Connective Tissues, Sinews, Tendons).

**Light**—Lightness—Fair—Light Color, etc.—

**Action**—Light In Action—Quick In Action (See "Quick" under Action, Active, Agile, Athletics, Brisk, Gait, Motion, Movement, Nimble, Quick, Sports, Walk, etc.).

**Adaptability**—Lack of Adaptability to Light (See "Light" under Iris).

**Beard**—Light Beard (See Beard).

**Brain**—Lightness In—See Dizziness, Fainting; "Shallow" under Mentality; Vertigo.

**Colors**—Light Colors and White are ruled by the 1st H. (See Colors).

**Compositional Complexion**—Composition (See "Light" under Complexion).

**Degrees**—Light or Fair Degrees of the Zodiac—If the Asc., or its lord, are in one of these degrees at B, the native tends to be fair and light complexed—\( \odot 8, 20, 29; \odot 7, 15, 28; \odot 4, 12, 22; \odot 12, 18; \odot 30; \odot 5, 16; \odot 5, 18, 27, \odot 6, 22; \odot 2, 19, 30; \odot 10, 19, \odot 9, 21, \odot 9, \odot 12, 22, 28. (See Degrees).

**Eyes**—Lightness Colored (See, Blue, Gray, under Eyes).

**Feature**—Lightness of (See "Lightness" under Features).

**Fingered**—Light Fingered (See Kleptomaniac).

**Hair**—Light Hair (See "Light Hair" under Hair).

**Mind**—Light In—Shallow Mind (See "Falls In" under Examinations; "Shallow" under Mentality; "Weak Mind" under Mind).

**Rays**—Light Rays—Light Rays are transmitted by \( \odot \), which planet rules the Ether. Uranus thus indirectly tends to affect the eyes thru the light rays, and cause eye diseases or blindness. (See Ether, Mydriasis; "Operations" under Nature; Uranus).

**Time**—Light of Time—The \( \odot \) is called The Light of Time. (See Sun).

**Walk**—Light Walk—Quick Walk (See "Action" in this section; Gait; "Quick" under Walk).

**Weight**—Light In—(See Diminished, Dwarfs, Emaciated; "Small Body" under Small; Thin, etc.).

**Lightning**—Lightning By—(See "Lightning" under Blindness).

**Calculating Lightning Calculator** (See Mathematical).

**Casualties**—By Lightning—\( \odot \) in \( \bigtriangleup \), lord of the year at the Vernal, and in as 1st H., leads to all casualties by lightning; \( \odot \) in \( \odot \) the Vernal Equil., and lord of the year; Comets appearing in \( \odot \). (See Thunder).

**Child**—Struck by Lightning—Case See "Struck by Lightning", No. 796, in 1001 N.N.

**Death By**—\( \odot \) setting in \( \bigtriangleup \) to the Lunimaries at B. shows danger of, and espec. under evil directions of \( \odot \) to the \( \odot \) or \( \bigcirc \). Also cardinal signs predominant and prominent at B. show, and espec. when the cardinal afflicting the hylreg by dir.; \( \odot \) afflicting the Significators. (See "Battle" under Abroad; "Injury" in this section).

**Injury By**—Accidents By—Death By—The airy signs strong at B. dispose to; \( \odot \) afflicting in \( \bigtriangleup \); \( \odot \) \( \odot \) or ill-asp, the \( \odot \); \( \odot \) afflicting the hylreg by dir.; the \( \odot \) influences cause accidents by electricity, as \( \odot \) rules the Ether; \( \bigtriangleup \) in \( \odot \), direct in motion and angular at the Vernal \( \bigtriangleup \), much lighter at the time of a storm. \( \odot \) signifies the \( \odot \) in \( \bigtriangleup \). See Clouds; "Fountains" under Dry; Electricity, Ether, Rain, Thunder, Weather, etc.).

**Sea**—Shipwrecks—Damage by Lightning At Sea—(See "Fountains" under Dry; "Lightning" under Ships; "Voyages" in this section).

**Voyages**—Danger by Lightning On Voyages—Malefics in the 9th \( \bigtriangleup \), much lighter at the time of a storm. \( \odot \) in \( \bigtriangleup \) at the time. See "Sea" in this section; "Ships" under Fire).

**Likes and Dislikes**—\( \odot \) in \( \bigtriangleup \) tends to. (See Antipathy; "Dislikes" under Food; Hate, Opposes, Sympathy, etc.).

**LILLY**—William Lilly, the Astrologer, and Author of Lilly's Grammar of Astrology. One of the great Astrologers of his day. For a Biography of Mr. Lilly see Sepharial's Dictionary of Astrology.

**LIMBER**—Nimble—(See Athletics; "Quick In Motion" under Motion).

**LIMBS**—The Legs and Arms—The Extremities—In the Textbooks of Astrology many influences which affect or describe the Arms and Legs are referred to as "Lims", and this Article is arranged for convenience of reference. These subjects are also considered in the Articles on Arms, Calves, Extremities, Feet, Fingers, Hands, Knees, Legs, Lower, Members, Motion, Movement, Moving Parts, arms, Upper, Walk, etc. (See these subjects). Also see the following subjects in the alphabetical arrangement when not more fully considered here—

**Accidents To**—Hurts—Injuries—Wounds—(See "Accidents" under Arms, Extremities, Legs).

**Afflictions In**—(See "Diseases" under Arms, Extremities, Legs).

**Amputations**—Avoid when the \( \odot \) is in \( \bigtriangleup \) or \( \bigodot \). (See Operations).

**Ankles**—Disorders of—Injuries To—(See Ankles).

**Arms**—Disorders In—\( \bigodot \) in signs which rule the arms, hands, and feet tends to wasting of the tissues, shrinking, and withering of the limbs. (See the various paragraphs under Arms).
Atrophy In — h in signs which rule the limbs. (See “Atrophy” under Arms, Feet, Hands, Legs).

Birth — The Limbs Distorted from Birth — Lame from Birth — (See Birth, Congenital, Crippled, Deformities, Distortions, Lameness, Paralysis; “Paralysis” in this section).

Blood Vessels — Constriction of — Impure Blood In — Lack of Circulation In — (See “Blood” under Arms, Legs).

Brevity of Limbs — m influence. (See Brevity, Short).

Broken Limbs — (See “Fractures” under Arms, Legs).

Calves — Disorders of — (See Calves).

Circulation In — (See Circulation; “Blood Vessels” in this section).

Cold Limbs — h in ÷, ÷, ¥, or ÷; ¥ affected in ÷. (See Cold, Constrictions; “Coldness” under Extremities, Legs).

Congenital Defects — (See Birth, Congenital, Deformities, Malformations; “Birth” in this section).

Constriction of Blood Vessels — (See “Blood” under Legs; “Cold” in this section).

Contraction In — h influence. (See Contraction; “Father” in this section).

Cramps In — (See “Arms” under Cramps; “Cramps” under Legs).

Crippled In — “Birth” in this section.

Crooked Limbs — (See “Ill-Formed” under ÷; Knees; “Crooked” under Legs).

Defects In — Defective from Birth — (See “Birth” in this section).

Deformities of Limb — (See the various paragraphs under Arms, Feet, Hands, Knees, Legs, Thighs; Birth, Congenital, Deformities, Malformations, Paralysis, and the various paragraphs in this section).

Diseases Of — (See “Afflictions”, and the various paragraphs in this section).

Distortions — From Birth — Common signs rising at B, and usually with an adverse aspect between h and ÷ in common signs. (See “Causes” under Distortions; Excerences).

Dropped Under Body — (See “Paralysis” in this section).

Dropsy Of — (See “Dropsy” under Legs).

Elbows — Disorders of — (See Elbows).

Erysipelas In — (See Erysipelas).

Extremities — Disorders In — (See Arms, Extremities, Feet, Legs).

Father — The Limbs Fractured or Distorted by Falls — (See Sig. h, and ill-dignified; h in ¥ or the 10th H; ¥ on the Asc. (See Distortions, Fractures).

Father — Contraction of the Limbs of the Father — (See “Muscles” under Father).

Feet — Disorders In — Afflictions To — (See various paragraphs under Feet; “Arms” in this section).

Femur — Fracture of — (See Femur).

Fibula — Fracture of — (See Fibula).

Foetus — The Limbs are developed by c. (See Foetus).

Fractures Of — (See “Fractures” under Arms, Knees, Legs, Thighs).

Gait — Disorders of — (See Gait, Walk).

Glands Of — (See “Affected” under Glands).

Gout In — (See “Extremities” under Gout).

Hands — Disorders In — (See Hands).

Humerus — Fracture of — (See Humerus).

Humours In — (See “Humours” under Extremities, Hands, Legs).

Hurt To — (See “Accidents” in this section).

Il-shaped — (See “Crooked” in this section; “Knock-Knees” under Knees; “Bow Legs” under Legs).

Immobility — (See “Rigidity” in this section).

Imperfect — Imperfections In — (See Arms, Feet, Forearms, Hands, Knees, Legs; Birth, Crippled, and the various paragraphs in this section).

Infirmities In — (See the various paragraphs under Arms, Extremities, Legs, and in this section).

Injuries To — (See “Accidents” in this section).

Knees — Disorders In — (See Knees).

Lameness In — (See Crippled, Gout, Paralysis, and the various paragraphs in this section).

Large Limbs — Large Joints — Well-set and Large — ¥ orientally posited of the ÷ except when ¥ is in ÷. (See “Large” under Joints, Legs; “Bones” under Large; “Long” in this section).

Legs In — Disorders In — (See Legs).

Length of Limb — (See Long, Short, in this section; “Body” under Length).

Leprosy In — (See “Diseases” under Extremities; “General Causes” under Leprosy).

Long Limbs — h or ¥ ascending; h in the Asc., or close thereto, tends to give length of limb, and a slender body. (See “Long” under Arms, Extremities, Legs; Slender, Tall).

Loss Of — Maladies afflicted in signs which rule the limbs, and especially c in such a sign, and making amputation necessary. (See “Amputations” under Legs).

Lower Limbs — Disorders In — Afflictions To — (See Ankles, Calves, Extremities, Feet, Knees, Legs, Lower, Thighs; “Paralysis”, and the various paragraphs in this section).

Malformations — c in the 3rd or 9th H. in common signs, and afflicting ¥; ¥ on the Asc. and espec. if ¥, c, or ¥ affect the Asc. (See Arms, Crippled, Deformities, Feet; “Ill-Formed” under ÷; Legs; Malformations; “Paralysis” in this section).

Members — Brevity of — Length of — Disorders of, etc.— (See Arms, Brevity, Legs, Members; Long, Short, and the various paragraphs in this section).
Missing—Part of Limbs Missing from Birth—(See "Missing" under Forearm).

Motion In—(See Action, Crippled, Lameness, Locomotion, Movement, Crouch, Hopping, Walk; Birth, Distortions, Paralysis, in this section).

Movement In—(See "Motion" in this section).

Moving Parts—Ruled by ॥. (See Moving).

Muscles—Of the Limbs—(See "Muscles" under Arms, Extremities, Legs, Thighs; Muscles).

Mutilation of Limb—(See Beheaded, Mutilation).

Nerves of affected—ぬ affl. in signs which rule the limbs. (See "Neuralgia" under Arms; "Nerves" under Feet, Hands, Legs).

No Limbs—No Arms or Legs—There are such cases, as I saw such a lady in a Museum, and her trunk and head were set up on a pedestal for view. Her birth data I did not obtain. Such cases of limblessness are caused by prenatal conditions, and afflictions in ॥, ॥, the 3rd and 9th H. at the time of the return of the ॥ to the central line of impulse during gestation. Such also dermocy is said to be caused by ॥ or ॥ on the Asc., the common signs on the angles at such a time during pregnancy, and containing malefics, and also the ॥, ॥, and Asc. being badly afflicted at the same time. The case of the Frog Child has the forearms missing, both legs missing below the knees. (See Forearm, Fetal Epoch).

Obstructions In—Weakness In—Weak Limbs—The ॥ in ॥ or ॥, and to the ॥ or ill-aspl. any of the malefics as promitters; the ॥ or ॥ in the Asc. in ॥, ॥, or ॥, and afflicted; the ॥ affl. in ॥ or ॥. (See "Obstructions", "Weak", under Legs).

Operations On—(See "Amputations" in this section).

Pain In—The ॥ in ॥, ॥, or ill-aspl. any of the malefics as promitters; ॥ in ॥, ॥, or ॥, or ॥ or ॥; ॥ promitter in ॥, ॥, or ill-aspl. the ॥. ॥ in the 12th H. (See "Pain" under Arms, Feet, Hands, Legs).

Paralysis In—Paraplegia—The ॥ affl. in ॥; ॥ and ॥ affl. in signs which rule the limbs; ॥ affl. in ॥ or ॥ on the M.C., or in the Asc., and affl. the ॥ ॥ in ॥ on the upper Meridian, and affl. the ॥, tends to paralysis, defective limbs from birth, or the lower limbs to be drawn up under the body in some cases, and especially where afflicting prenatal conditions concur. Cases of Paralysis in Limbs—See "Tunnnison", No. 113, in 1001 N.N., a case of Paralysis in every Limb; "Seventeen Years In Bed"; No. 141, in 1001 N.N., a case of Paralysis; "Von Kothen", No. 211, in 1001 N.N., a case of Legs Paralyzed; Figures 13 A, B, C, D, F, G, and H in the book, "Astro-Diagnosis", by the Heindels. (See "Paralysis" under Arms, Hands, Legs; Lameness, Motor, Palsy, Paralysis; "Festination", under Walk).

Radius—Fracture of—(See Arms).

Rheumatism In—Rheumatic Pains In—ぬ in signs ruling the limbs. (See "Rheumatism" under Extremities; Gout, Rheumatism).

Rigidity Of—Stiff Limbs—Caused by the afflictions of ॥ in signs which rule the limbs, and by the hardening of the synovial membranes. (See Hardening, Immobility, Rigidity, Stiffness).

Short Limbs—(See "Short" under Arms, Legs; Brevity, Dwarfed; "Body" under Short).

Slender Limbs—(See "Small" in this section).

Small Limbs—Small and Slender—ぬ occasionally posited as regards the ॥ except when ॥ is in ॥. (See "Slender" under Legs).

Stiffness Of—(See "Rigidity" in this section).

Stout Limbs—Strong Limbs—ぬ in ॥ in partile asp. the Asc. (See "Strong" in this section).

Strong Limbs—Stout Muscular—ぬ in the Asc.; ॥ sig. in ॥; ॥ on the Asc. (See "Stout" under Legs; "Body" under Strong).

Swellings In—(See "Swellings" under Arms, Extremities, Feet, Hands, Legs).

Thick Limbs—(See "Thick" under Hands, Legs).

Thighs—Disorders In—Accidents and Hurts To—(See Thighs).

Throbbing In—ぬ affl. in ॥. (See "Pain" in this section; Throbbing).

Tissues—Wasting of—(See "Wasting" in this section).

Ulcers In—(See "Arms" under Ulcers).

Ulma—Fracture of—(See "Ulma" under Arms).

Upper Limbs—(See Arms, Hands, Upper).


Wasting—Of the Limbs—Of the Tissues—(See "Arms" in this section).

Weak Limbs—(See "Obstructions" in this section). Case of Weak Limbs—See Fig. 30 in the book, "Message of the Stars", by the Heindels.

Well-Proportioned—Well-Set Limbs—ぬ in the Asc. (See "Strong" in this section).

Withering Of—(See "Arms" in this section).

Wounds To—(See "Accidents" in this section).

Wrist—Fracture of—(See Wrist).

LIME—Calcium—Calcium—Calcareous Substances—Coral is a form of Calcium. Lime Fluoride, or Calcium Fluoride, is ruled by the ॥ sign, and supplies the teeth and elastic fibre. (See Calces, Coral, Fiber). Calcium Phosphate is ruled by ॥ and supplies the bones. (See Bones, Minerals, Phosphate; "Salts" under Zodiac). Calcium Sulphate is ruled by the ॥ sign, and is connected with tissue cleansing. Lime and Chalk formations in the body are ruled by ॥. (See Chalk, Crystallization, Deposits, Gout, Hard-
LIMITATIONS — Restrictions — Impediments — Hindrances, etc. — Limitation is the principle of $\Box$, the $\Box$ sign $\Box$, and of the 12th H.

The Body — Limitations Upon the Body — The $\Box$, $\Box$, or $\Box$ affixed in the 12th H. (e.g., Asylum, Barren, Blindness, Birth, Deafness, Deformity, Disease, Dumb, Hearing, Hindrances, Hospitals, Idiocy, Ill-Health, Impotence, Impediments, Imperfections, Invalids, Malformations, Missing, Monsters, Mute, Paralysis, Prison, Restraint, Saturn Influence, Senselessness, Servitude, Sickness, Sneeze, Speech, Tongue, Twelfth House, etc.).

The Mind — Limitations Upon the Mind — The $\Box$, $\Box$, or $\Box$ in the 12th H. and affixed. Conditions become worse under the evil directions of these planets or aspects. (See Anguish, Anxiety, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression, Depression.)

LIMP BODY — Drooping — Relaxation — Caused by the $\Box$ influence weak at $\Box$; the $\Box$ on the Asc. at $\Box$; $\Box$ on the Asc. tends to weak bodily action, and uncertain walk. (See Action, Apathy, Drooping, Feeble, Inactive, Indifferent, Indecisive, Inert, Limp, Movements, Prolapse, Ptosis, Relaxation, Slow, Stooping; "Weak Body" under Weak; "Lame" under Vitality, etc.).

LIMPING — (See Crippled, Deformities, Feet, Gait, Hips, Knees, Lameness, Legs, Migraines, Thighs, Walk, etc.).

LINE — The Line of Central Impulse — (See Pranatal Epoch).

LINEN — Diseases from Wet Linen — Cold: "Cold" on the Asc. under Colds; "Wet Feet" on Feet; "Colds under Moisture; "Pain" under Nipples; "Linen" under Wet).

LINGERING — Slow — Prolonged — Tedio-

LINGERING DEATH — $\Box$ causes a lingering death; $\Box$ affl. in the 8th H. and aspects, affecting the hyleg; $\Box$ in the 6th H. death by a lingering disease; $\Box$ in the 8th H. and affl. the hyleg. (See "Lingerer" under Death).

LINGERING DISEASES — Lingering Pains — The $\Box$ or $\Box$ affl. by $\Box$; diseases and afflictions; $\Box$ affl. the hyleg at $\Box$, and by dir; $\Box$ or $\Box$ in the 6th H. (See Aches, Chronic, Consumptions; "Low Fever" under Fever; Grievous, "Long Siege" under Ill-Health; Incurable, Invalids; "Diseases", "Long As-

LINGIMENTS — (See Collyria, Lead, Lot-

LION — The Lion is the Symbol of the $\Box$ Sign.

LION'S HEART — Cor Leonis — Regulus — A Fixed Star — (See Regulus).

LION'S TAIL — Cauda Leonis — Deneb — A Star of the nature of $\Box$ and $\Box$, and brings disgrace and ruin by adverse aspects. The $\Box$ directed to tends to danger of putrid fevers, and public disgrace; the $\Box$ directed to, danger of misfortune, mischief, and great anxiety; the $\Box$ to the planets of melancholy, trouble, and dissoloution. (See "Death by Sentence" under Judge; Putrid; "Defect in Sight" under Sigh; Vehicles; For influences of the Back, Mane, Neck, or Wing of the Lion, see Blindness; "Threatened" under Disease; "Defect in Grace, Melancholy, Military, Ruin; "Fixed Stars" under Stars).

MANE OF LEO — (See Mane).

LIPOMA — Fatty Tumor — $\Box$ or ill-asp.

LIPS — Labia — The Upper Lip is ruled by $\Box$ and $\Box$, and is especially influenced by $\Box$ in $\Box$. The lower lip, the lower teeth, and the chin, are ruled by $\Box$. Also the under lip is influenced by $\Box$ in $\Box$.

DISEASES — Of the Lips — Planets affl-

LIPS — Full — (See "Thick" in this section).

LIPSMOUTH — The Lower Lip is ruled by $\Box$ and $\Box$. Subs at MCP, and SP (7D). (See Mouth).

LIPS — Full — Given by $\Box$.

LIPS — Getting by $\Box$.

LIPS — Harelip — A Congenital Fissure of the Lip — An $\Box$ affliction.

LIPS — Large — (See "Thick" in this section).

LOWER LIPS — (a) Drawn to One Side — Case — See "Extraordinary Accident", No. 192, in 1001 N.N. (b) The Lower Lip Thicker, or Larger Than the Upper One — In Hor. Q. $\Box$ as Sig. of the party; $\Box$ influence at B. signifies $\Box$ in $\Box$, thick lower lip.

MOUTH — (See "Broad", and the various paragraphs under Mouth).

MOUTH — Plump Lips — $\Box$ Sig. of the person signifies.

MOUTH — Red Lips — Ruby — Cherry — $\Box$ in the Asc. at B. and well-dignified; $\Box$ as Sig. of the party in Hor. Q.

MOUTH — Rolling Lips — (See on the Asc.)

MOUTH — Seabed Lips — The $\Box$ in $\Box$, $\Box$, or $\Box$.

MOUTH — Thick Lips — Great Lips — $\Box$ signifies great lips like those of the Negro; in Hor. Q. $\Box$ signifies $\Box$ ascending at $\Box$. A person given by $\Box$ when he forms the body: $\Box$ in $\Box$, thick lower lip; $\Box$ on the Asc.

MOUTH — Thin Lips — $\Box$ given; $\Box$ ascending at B. and free from the rays of other planets.

UPPER LIPS — Ruled by $\Box$ and especially affected and influenced by $\Box$ in $\Box$. (See Articulate, Inarticulate, Speech).

LIQUIDS — Liquors — $\Box$ and the $\Box$ have strong influence over liquids. In the body the $\Box$ rules liquids and fluids in general.

BURNS — By Hot Liquids — (See "Hot" in this section).

CRAVING FOR LIQUORS — (See Alcoholism; "Drink" under Cravings; Dyspepsia, Drink, Thirst, etc.).

DEATH BY LIQUORS — The $\Box$ or $\Box$ ill-asp. by dir. and one or both in watery signs. (See Bathing, Drowning, Scalds, Water).

DELIURIOUS TREMENS — From Excessive Drink — (See Delirium).